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parameter modulation and step sequencer, you can achieve new and interesting sounds. this synth has a midi interface so you can use the unit as a computer instrument. this synth is also midi sync. the spire also has a preset browser in which you can add new patches to the
synth. you can also download spire presets for then, you can add a square and a saw waveform (you can use the square and the saw in different versions or in the same waveform) and mix them with the waveforms in the wavetable. the best of software and hardware synthesizers.
this guide shows you how to use it tower. in this mode, you can mix a saw and a square waveform (the square can have its adjusted pulse width) and mix them with the waveforms in the wavetable. carla crossfade signal between saw and square (pulse). ctrl + controls the width of
the pulse. you can also use this button to edit the waveform start point (different from phase control) to expand the range of sounds that can be created. spire by reveal sound is a software polyphonic synthesizer that combines the best opportunities of software and hardware
synthesizers. reveal sound spire is an amazing synth that offers a lot of tools for the design of your sounds. there are many other synths in the market that are just as powerful as spire, but spire comes with many advantages over other synths. it has a good size and all its elements
are visible at once. it is designed with ease of use in mind. the interface is intuitive, and there are many effects available in a single tab. the midi performance capability makes this synth, and this is its most important feature. the audio engine is also quite powerful. while you are
analyzing the possibilities, you can select a certain factory preset and modify it. spire has a lot of unique features.
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